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Looking for positives to take from 2021 will require some inner prospective. Just
the fact we have made it through so far could be enough.
Many challenges still persist in our supply chain and labor markets. Hope is
never a good strategy , but we still can while making a plan of attack!
Avocados;

APPLES & PEARS
Seems to be plenty of Ready for the
product however la- new year to start.
bor issues and shipHoney Crisp, Fuji’s
ping costs persist
and Gala’s. Envy
causing a steady inand Pink Ladies
crease.
are in stock ready
Citrus ;
to go.

Good supplies
on all citrus, Navel Oranges,
Satsuma Mandarins, Cara
Cara, Blood Oranges, Meyer
Lemons and
Grapefruit.

Organic Gala,
Granny Smith,
Fuji and Pears in
100 count boxes
are in stock

BERRIES
Strawberries are
in a demand exceeds supply at
this time. All recent weather related.
Blueberries,
Raspberries and
Blackberries out
of middle Mexico
are all in good
shape and moderately priced

Seasonals
The last stonefruit to
hang in there are Plums
and they are now finished.
California
Kiwi,
Pomegranates
Fuyu Persimmons are
finished
Grapes
The last of the domestic
have moved through,
some quality issues have
shown up in storage fruit.
Offshore products arriving this week.

Tomatoes Etc.
Melons;
Del Monte is ready to
ship this week with
offshore Cantaloupes, Honeydews
and Pineapples.
I have my order in,
less deliveries from
previous years means
keeping more on
hand.

Eggs and Dairy:

Tomatoes~

It is looking like growing
regions will have a
smooth transition.
We have seen excellent
color and firmness from
Baja. Now it’s time for
Central Mexico to kick
in.

A real production
void these past couple of weeks. Prices
are moving up.
We are seeing proration's on Butter and
cream products.

We will see Celery and Green Onions soar in price for a
few weeks.
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Asparagus
Look for prices reductions as holiday demand drops off.
Green BeansSo so quality so far
out of Mexico.
Broccolini~
Steady, good quality.

Squashes~~Eggplants
Too much rain, we will ~ Bell Peppers and
Chiles.
see expensive celery
Celery .

Snap and Snow
Peas Prices are still
on the high side.

English& Persian
Cucumbers
Steady with Persians inching up.

All Mexican product at
this time.
Mushrooms;

Challenges with imported
Mushrooms continue.
Domestic product has labor
and transportation issues

causing product to be
prorated.

BROCCOLI~CAULIFLOWERS~CORN
Broccoli ~

Cauliflowers~
This market will
follow Broccoli

Light supplies as
weather cools in
Salinas and Santa
Brussels Sprouts
Maria Ca. Heavy
Stay away! Prices
rains in Mexico has are crazy.
stunted the start
creating a gap.

CORN:
Still seeing some
Coachella yellow
corn, sizing is
small and quality
is not so great.
Mexico will be the
next stop.

LETTUCE ~ ROMAINE~SOFT LEAF
Iceberg, Romaine, Romaine Hearts ,and
Green Leaf steady
and falling in price.
A few frost issues in
Yuma will result in
some outer burn.
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Overall good weights
and quality will be
steadily improving in
the coming weeks.

Radicchio
Spring Mix,
Arcadian Mix, Baby
Kales and Baby Mizuna,
Braising
Greens ,Micro Greens
Good ways to save
$$
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Not much has changed.
The supply Chain over all is still suffering critical
infrastructure issues.
All categories of product remains affected .
Anything from China, Taiwan and all ports in between are still short on people and trucks.

A few new items for you to consider.
Check it out online!
20# Medium Panko sacks #740024
Bonita Flakes #740002
Maeploy Sweet Chile sauce #739992
Chili Garlic Sauce #620096
Kadoya Sesame oil #720070
Plum Sauce #740059
Hoisin Sauce #740075
Sushi Ginger White and Pink
Many more products in the category .

